In this paper , we introduced a notion of affine system of Walsh-Paley system type .We considerbiorthogonal series of the form : = ( , Ѱ ∞ = ) ,where , belongs to space 2 0,1 = , ( is a Hilbert space) , which we are represented by : = ⊕ ⊕ ,where , = ( ) , ( is WalshPaley function ) , and , are two operators which are defined . Some properties are given with proves for this representation , as well as we gave a general forms for this space with its prove by using induction rule . Also n≥0 is the affine system of Walsh -Paley system type of a function . We introduced this function by using Walsh-Paley function . Also ,( , Ѱ )are the Fourier coefficients of a function ∈ 2 0,1 in the Walsh -Paley system . We are proving that these coefficients formsbiorthogonal conjugate to the system n≥0 of a function . Finally , we showed that , the affine system of Walsh -Paley system type of a function is Bessel system.
. Denote the product of the operators : the operator acts first , 1 actslast , and the empty product is set equal to the identity operator .
Definition (2) :
The Walsh -Paley system [ 3 ] , = ( , ∈ ∪ {0} ) is defined as the product of Rademacher functions in the following way . if = ∞ =0 2 ∈ ∪ {0} has binary coefficients ( , ∈ ∪ {0} ) , then : = ∞ =
,where , . The main question under consideration is closely related to wavelet theory , in particular , to periodic wavelets . In the classical monographs of Daubechies [2] , periodic wavelets as periodized wavelets in 2 were constructed . General periodic wavelets and periodic a multiple -scale analysis were studied in the paper of Chui and Wang [1] , Skopina [4] .
II. NOMATION AND AUXILIARY STATEMENTS
*
, the family of all finite sequences = ( 1 , . . . , ) consisting of zeros and ones ( including the empty sequence for = ) ; * , the length of a sequence ∈ Ω , i.e. , = for = ( 1 , . . . , ) ( the length of an empty sequence is set to zero ) ; * , the concatenation of sequences , ∈ Ω : if = ( 1 , . . . , ) and = ( 1 , . . . , ) , then = 1 , . . . , , 1 , . . . , . Let us point out the natural one -to -one correspondence between the set of natural numbers and the family Ω . Suppose that ∈ and = 2 + is the standard representation . Consider the binary expansion : Proof :Eq.(5) can be proved by using induction rule : First , we assume that eq. (5) is true when = 0 : = = , where = .Second , we assume that it is true when = :Finally , we want to prove it is true when = + 1 : Multiplyingeq. (5) by : ,and , It is equivalent to : ( 
